Wallpaper Collection

Smink Things
Smink Things is the studio of designer Marianne Smink. Born and raised in the Netherlands, Marianne brings a
background in print design and an eye for the beauty of imperfection to her work.

The wallpaper collection draws on our handmade, screenprinted tiles. Each design is laid out in a
striking composition, captured and digitally applied to high quality non-woven paper.
Smink Things also offers a bespoke commission and special design service.
Please get in touch to talk through your project and requirements.

W01 - After Lowry
One of Smink Things most popular ranges. The After Lowry wallpaper takes its name from a painter known for his
peopled city vistas. The industrial buildings of Lowry's work are softly echoed in the simple shapes and subtle hues of
the tiles in this wallpaper.

Wallpaper roll length:
Wallpaper roll width:
Paper weight:
Pattern repeat:

10m
52cm
180 gsm coated non woven
102 cm but can be pattern matched at every 12 cm drop, which is the dimension of each tile

The wallpaper is colour fast and can be wiped clean with a soft cloth
There’s no need for a wallpaper table, simply use a paste the wall adhesive and hang

W02 - Quarter Circle
There is something unexpected in the contrast of the bold sharp circle on its loosely painted background.
Sometimes stark and loud, sometimes softly hidden in a background glaze. The Quarter Circle changes
constantly through this paper in hues of muted blues and reds.

Wallpaper roll length: 10m
Wallpaper roll width:
52cm
Paper weight:
180 gsm coated non woven
Pattern repeat:
206 cm but can be matched at any 34 cm drop.
NOTE: To create the illustrated lay-out, rotate the wallpaper 180 degrees every other strip.
The wallpaper is colour fast and can be wiped clean with a soft cloth
There’s no need for a wallpaper table to apply the wallpaper, use a paste the wall adhesive and hang.

W03 - Circle in Square
The pattern is placed in a random and abstract formation for this paper. Subtle greys and muted
neutrals are offset with the soft organic circles, which tessellate across this contemporary design.

Wallpaper roll length:
Wallpaper roll width:
Paper weight:
Pattern repeat:

10m
52cm
180 gsm coated non woven
103.5cm drop but can be matched at any 13 cm drop, which is the dimension of each tile.

The wallpaper is colour fast and can be wiped clean with a soft cloth
There’s no need for a wallpaper table to apply the wallpaper, use a paste the wall adhesive and hang.

W04 - Going Overground
Going Overground was inspired by the largest tiling project ever undertaken in Britain, the London Underground,
where every design was meant to signify a station. The rhythmic sway and warm colours of this collection brings the
inspiration back overground. Cool greys, browns and ginger cluster in the triangular prints.

Wallpaper roll length:
Wallpaper roll width:
Paper weight:
Pattern repeat:

10m
52cm
180 gsm coated non woven
117cm - half drop

The wallpaper is colour fast and can be wiped clean with a soft cloth
There’s no need for a wallpaper table to apply the wallpaper, use a paste the wall adhesive and hang.

W05 - Recubed
Vasarely-inspired 3D cubes are a staple of tile design and a small detail from those designs inspired Recubed.
In cool greys and blues, Recubed creates something slightly asymmetrical and new.

Wallpaper roll length:
Wallpaper roll width:
Paper weight:
Pattern repeat:

10m
52cm
180 gsm coated non woven
105cm - half drop

The wallpaper is colour fast and can be wiped clean with a soft cloth
There’s no need for a wallpaper table to apply the wallpaper, use a paste the wall adhesive and hang.

W06 - Wheels
Abstracted from the detail of dilapidated stone masonry and re-drawn, this paper breathes new life
into the ancient craft. The subtle yet raw hues mimic the natural stone which inspired the work.

Wallpaper roll length:
Wallpaper roll width:
Paper weight:
Pattern repeat:

10m
52cm
180 gsm coated non woven
104cm - half drop

The wallpaper is colour fast and can be wiped clean with a soft cloth
There’s no need for a wallpaper table to apply the wallpaper, use a paste the wall adhesive and hang.

W07 - Crop Circles
Precision form and a hint of decadent colour connect this pattern to a deco design with a new evolution.
Retaining the classical shape & detailing and adding a new twist to create a modern, fresh art deco wallpaper.

Wallpaper roll length:
Wallpaper roll width:
Paper weight:
Pattern repeat:

10m
52cm
180 gsm coated non woven
87cm - half drop

The wallpaper is colour fast and can be wiped clean with a soft cloth
There’s no need for a wallpaper table to apply the wallpaper, use a paste the wall adhesive and hang.

W08 - Squared
This paper is daring and bold, the squares are hard and contrasting, interacting and fragmenting.
The colours include deep inky hues against pale ivory, creating a strong contradiction in this design.

Wallpaper roll length:
Wallpaper roll width:
Paper weight:
Pattern repeat:

10m
52cm
180 gsm coated non woven
93cm - half drop

The wallpaper is colour fast and can be wiped clean with a soft cloth
There’s no need for a wallpaper table to apply the wallpaper, use a paste the wall adhesive and hang.

Terms & Conditions
PLACING ORDERS
Please order carefully.
Samples may be requested.
Check the quantities, taking into account the size of the repeat of the wallpaper. please order adequate wallpaper
to complete your project and we will ensure it all comes from a single batch as we can not guarantee an exact match
between batches.
Check delivery requirements and all associated costs prior to order placement.
PRICES
Prices are subject to change without notice according to cost variations. All product prices quoted exclude the
cost of delivery and taxes. Vat rate is at 21%.
DELIVERY
We can arrange delivery anywhere in the world. Please contact us to request a freight quote and lead times.
Eventual delivery delays do not entitle customers to claim indemnity.
PAYMENT TERMS
If the wallpapers are in stock, they will be released immediately after the payment has been received and cleared
in full. If the wallpapers need to be produced, production starts upon receipt of payment.
Once production has commenced, orders cannot be cancelled.
LEAD TIMES
Our lead times are usually 4-6 weeks, please ask for an estimate at time of order.
RETURNS
Please check your products carefully on delivery.
Any problems with quality, quantity and kind of material supplied must be reported to Smink Things within 7
working days of receipt of the order. In case of claim, the buyer should put the disputed material at Smink
Things’s disposal for any defect checking. No claim will be accepted once the material has been installed.
Damage caused by inappropriate installation, accident, misuse or improper maintenance is not covered by
Smink Things product warranty. Variations in colour or shade between batches are inherent to the production
method of digital printing and are not defects. Please order a sufficient quantity at time of placement where
we will batch match. Although Smink Things provides Installation and Maintenance guidelines, its liability is strictly
limited to the supply of products.
Smink Things
Marianne Smink
Nieuwegracht 73
3512 LH Utrecht
The Netherlands
hello@sminkthings.com
VAT registration number NL192743363B02

www.sminkthings.com
For any enquiries please
contact us at:
hello@sminkthings.com

